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INTRODUCTORY 

The idea of adopting universal banking must be new to 

most of the developing countries which today maintain 

well-graded, stratified and specialised financial structures. 

The evolution Of universal banking system indebt to the 

conservative outlook of the commercial banking practice which 

avoids long-term financing and consequently to the growing 

need to fill the demand supply gap in long-term capital require

ment. To meet this vital requirement government in many 

countries emerged as a promoter of specialised Development 

Finance Institutions (DFis). As per the studies completed by 

the 'tbrld Bank, DFis in third world countries have shown their 

inefficiency taking part in their rapid economic development 

process. 

There are three approaches to the universal banking. One 

lies in commercial banking sector with large deposit base 

taking up additional development banking functions; the sec01d 

in development banking sector taking up additional commercial 

banking functions and the third in acquisition of or merger/ 

amalgamation with one set of institutions by tl'2 other. 

As for India is concerned, by the turn of this century 

particularly during the Swadeshi movement period adopting first 

approach to the universal banking., coounercial banks did deve

lopnent banking here a.J.ong with the commercial banking fun~ions 

to meet the need for short as well as long-term capital require

ment of the swadeshi enterprises. B.lt those banks failed 



within a short period of their inception. 

After independence, GOvernment of India put the point of 

rapid industrialization on the top of its economic agenda. 
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Fbr getting industrial capital a number of Development Finance 

Institutions (DFis) were established by the government on the 

one hand and on the other, existing commercial banks were 

encouraged to do their functioning following the principle of 

universal banking which opened an era of banking activities to 

the new dimension in India. 

In international perspective a number aE studies have been 

devoted on universal banking of ~rmany, AUstria, Japan, United 

states of America. These studies include "Economic .B:lckwa.rd

ness in Historical l?erspective ••, ''Joint Stock Banking in 

Germany'', 11 E\l.nctiona.J. and Structural Aspects of the Ge.onan 

Universal Banking System", "Banking and Finance in Germany••, 

"Financial System of Japan 11 , '1A Monetary History of the United 

States (1867-1960) ", •1Banking ·and Industriaiization in Austria 

-Hlngary••. These studies have concentrated their investigation 

on the causes behind the genesis of universal banking, growth 

aspect of universal banking in toose countries, strength of 

their relationship with the industries and how far this banking 

was viable in their £unctioning. 

In respect of .India, a scanty of study has been retx>rted 

on universal banking. .In some books and government reports 

like "Industrial Finance in .India", ''Indian Financial System", 
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"The Changing Structure of Industrial Finance in India 11
, 

''Narashimham Committe·e (1991) 11 , "Indian Central Banking 

Enquiry Committee ·(19$1) ••, _we find discussion on universal 

banking. so far as academic investigation in this field is 

concerned, we may refer a little number of studies. They are 

the "Commercial .Banks and Industrial Finance-Term-Lending and 

Underwriting" where canmercial banks role as a provider of 

te~-loan under the refinance scheme along with their parti

cipation in corporate shares and debentures have been investi

gated. Another study namely ••universal Banking System : A 

case for Adoption in Developing Countries" focusses on the 

conservative outlook. of the cc:rnmercial banks which avoided 

long-texm financing and growing need for such finances to the 

industrial sector has helped to introduce universal ~ank.ing in 

underdeveloped cc::untries. One more study titled ''Cost Effici

ency of Universal 83.nk.ing in Iaiia s An Analysis of Scale and 

Scope Economics •• has found evidences from time-series data 

that there exist substantial scale economics among Indian 

nationalised banks to do universal banking. The same hypothe

sis can be examined on the basis of cross section field survey 

data. 

These studies have not extensively examined the genesis 

of universal banking in India both in pre and post independence 

period, treir gr011th and role as an industrial financier is not 

yet investigated and also viability aspect of universal bank.ing 

within the commercial banking set up has not yet been tested in 
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Indian context taking cross section field survery data. 

Objective~£ the Study 

In the absence of term financing institutions before 

independence, managing agencies used to provide industrial 

term-loan to the industries in India. Their objective was to 

prevent diffusion of entrepreneurship in one hand and on the 

other earned high rates of return on investments. In addition 

to that absence of the enrich stock market, conservative 

outlook of the non-banking institutions like insurance canpa

nies and apathy of the imperialist government towards indus

trial financing were creating barrier on the path of industrial 

development. After the independence, the industrial policy 

resolution which was announced frcm time to time spelt out 

faster growth of industries in every part of the country. 

consequently, industrial financing became major issue. Gbvern

ment promoted a number of Development Finance Institutions 

{DFis) and at the same time started to encourage the existing 

commercial banks to provide term-loan (development banking 

activities) along with commercial banking activities. Thus we 

find two parallel institutions in term-lending .scenario in 

India. One is Development Finance Institutions (DF.Is) and 

other is commercial banks. Such a developnent may be appre

ciated only if these two institutions are found complementary 

to each other or they are almost equally competent in term of 



financing. On the other hand if we find either of them more 

competent than the other, there is no reason for the conti

nuation of the system. 
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It should be noted.in this context that there are two 

versons about the relative competence of commercial banks and 

Development Finance Institutions (DFis) in term-lending. 

Mention may be made that a number of studies devoted by the 

world Bank on third world countries reveal that DFis has shown 

their inefficiency as an industrial. financier. so, it i·s · 

opined in those studies either closure of Development Finance 

Institutions (DFis) or merger with the commercial banks. In 

this background, the proposed study aims to progress with the 

answer of the following research questions 1 

1. In international perspective whether the universal 

banks are successful or not ? If yes, what are the character

istics of those successful universal banks ? Whether those 

characteristics of successful universal banks applicable to 

Indian context or not ? 

"-· Does the universal banking exist in canmercial banks in 

India ? If yes, whether this banking is a successful one or 

not ? ~ there any example of unsuccessful universal banks in 

Indian context ? If yes, what are the reasons behind their 

failure ? Whether these reasons still remain with the univer

sal banks in India or not ? we will investigate these points 

in our study. 



3. What are the efficiency levels of cQ'nmerciaJ. banks 

as universal bankers in canparison to the commercial banks 

with only commercial banking activities 1 

&pgtheses 

Following null hypothesis are framed to meet the above 

objectives for the proposed study ' 

1. Internationally universal banks do not run success-

fully. 

2. In Indian context, commercial banks functioning as 

universal bank have not enlarged their activities 

(industrial finance) remarkably 1 

3. In relation to objective (3) we intend to frame two 

sub-hyrotheses a 

(a) There is no scope of introducing long-teDm 

financing by the Indian commercial banks. 

(b) There is little scope of universal banking 

in commercial banks in India. 

, . 
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Methodology 

.Ebth the secondary as well as primary data are used to 

complete this study. 'lb substantiate the hyJ;:Othesis whether 

universal banking in international perspective was unsuccesful 

or not we have studied the literatures relating to the 

experience of the similar type of banks in the countries like 

(13rmany, Japan and the United States of Jmerica. The litera

tures and official documents what we have consulted in this 

relation include "Economic BackWardness in Historical J?erspec

tive'' by Alexander oarschenkron; "Multipurpose Banking" IMF 

Staff Paper by Khatkhate, D.R. and K. \·l.Riechal; ''Economic 

Developnent in the Third world" by M • .P.'l'odaro; "Why Universal 

Bank 't'~rks" by F. w.christians; 11Industrialization and Foreign 

Trade'' by League of Nations; ''A Monetary History of the United 

States (1867-1960) '1 by M.Friedrnan and A.J.Schwartz; 11Joint 

Stock Banking in Germany'' by F. B. \·lahle; ''A Short Economic 

History of Modern Japan" by G.C.Allen; "Banking in Modern 

Japan" by Jru.ji B:lnk Ltd.; Glass Steagall Act, 1933; Reserve 
.. 

I?ank of India B.llletin-1956; "In Defence of universal Banking" 

by L.Malhaupt; "'nle Security Affiliates of National B:lnks 11 

by W.Nelson Peach; "Economic Report of the President af the 

United States of linerica in 1971; "Investment Banking in 

America" by V. P.Carosso etc. 

'nle hyPJthesis "Universal banking in Indian context was 

unsuccessful" substantiated under some sub headings. The 



sub headings are genesis af universal banking before·indepen

dence, their role as an industrial financier and causes of 

their failure, need for universal banking after independence, 

regulatory framework and role as an universal banker. To make 

eye to eye analysis of the genesis of universal banking before 

independ~nce the literature which we have consulted include 

11 'I'he Evolution of the State Sink of India" by knya Kumar 

:sagchi; "Parliamentary Papers (1860)" - lbul;)e of Commons; 

''Indian Currency ani Finance•• by J .M.Keynes; "Industrial 

Finance in India •• by s .K. Basu; Indian Central Elan king Enquiry 

Committee {1931): Summary of Capital and List of Shareholders 

Made upto 31 January, 1896 - The Abbi"on Jute Mills L.td., 

Calcutta; Calcutta Review (1937); The Indian Insurance Act, 

(1938), Section 2 7 (1): ••study on Managing Agency System •• by 

The Economic and Scientific Research Association; Indian 

Industrial Commission (1916-18); ''The Managing Agency System 

- In Retrospect aoo .Prospect by S.K. Basu1 ''Organisation and 

Finance of Industries in India•• by D.R.Samant and M.A.Mulky; 

''Bmking and Industrial Finance in India" by N. G • .Das. 

To verify the role played by the universal banks in 

pre-independence period as an industrial financier as well as 

the causes behind their failure, we needed data relating to 

the pioneer universal banks functioned like the Peoples Bank 

of Punjab, The Credit Bank, The Specie Bank, The Lahore Bank, 

The Hindusthan B:lnk, The Bengal National Bank, The Tata 

Industrial Bank Ltd., 'l'he Calcutta Industrial .Bank, 'I'he Indian 
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Industrial Bank, The Indian Industrial Bank, The Mysore 

Industrial Bank, The Industrial Bank of western IBiia, 'lhe 

Karnani Industrial aank, The R.aikat Industrial .Eank and the 

LaXmi Industrial Bank. These banks tryed their level best to 

fill the gap of industrial finances in this country before 

independence. After covering a short survival period almost 

all of them canpelled to close their doors. In this relation 

we have collected data from the official documents of the 

concerned banks and also we have consulted some research 

oriented books aai journals. They are the Indian Industrial 

Canmission (1916-18), The Indian Central Banking &lquiry 

Canmittee (1931), The EXternal Capital Committee (1924), 

Prospectus of Calcutta Industrial Bank and Tata Industrial 

.Eank {1919), Liquidator• s Report of the Bank of au:rna Ltd. 

{1911), Balance Sheet of ~ta Industrial Bank (1918), Balance 

Sheet of Indian Industrial Bank (1921), various issues of 

• Capital', Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective by 

Alexander ~rschenkron, Modern Banking in India by s.·K.Muranyan, 

Industrial Finance in India by S.K. aa.su, Joint Stock Banking 

in India by D.s.savarkar, swadeshi Enterprises in Bengal 

(1900-1920) by Amit Ehattacharya and genesis of Development 

Finance Institutions in India by Tarun .Bandyopadhyay and 

Indrajit Ray. So far as need for universal Banking after 

independence is concerned,. we required data relating to the 

outflow of Bl:'itish Capital fran India on the eve of indepen

dence which was the primary barrier of industrialization in 



p:>st independence period. 'lb substantiate this point a 

number of literatures have been consul ted. They are the 

• India's .srnance of Payment • by A.K. Banerjee; • Foreign Invest

ment in India 'by M.Kidron; • Flanning ao:i Economic iblicy in 

India' by O.R~Gadgil; 'Oecentralised Flanning - The Karnataka 

EXperiment' by Dr. Abdul Aziz; 'l?lanning Canmission' by 

G:>vernment of India; • Fiilancial Intermediaries • by M.S .Joshi; 

Developnent Financing Institutions and Multi{::Urpose Banking' 

by P.Mistry; 'Functioning of Public sector Banks' -Report of 

the Committee• by Reserve Bank of India; • Report of the 
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Industrial Licensing Committee• by s.Dutt and 'Indian Ban~ing 

Since Independence' by Kalipada Deb. 

So far as the question of banking regUlation and opinion 

of the expert corrrnittee on universal banking is ccncerned, 

Section 6 (a) of the .Banking Regulation Act, 1949; Indian 

Companies Act, 1913; Opinion of the IMF Mission headed by 

Barnstain (1953); Shroff Committee R.e~rt (1954) 1 Appraisal of 

'l'erm-LOan (Report of the ~rking Q:'oup on appraisal of Appli

cation of Term Loans) by Rese.tVe Bank of India; • Banks and 

Mediurn-tenn Credit to Industry' by B.K.Madan; Narasimhan\ 

Committee (1992) Report are helpful in getting answer of the 

above question. In order to explain the point of Universal 

bank's role as an industrial financier we have collected data 

relating to the demand and time deJ;Osits in consultation of 

various issues of Reserve Bank of India B.lAlletin, Trend and 

Progress of Banking - Supplement to the Reserve Eank of India 
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B.utletin, .Basic Statistical Return - Supplementary to the 

Resex:ve Bank of India. In addition to that we have consulted 

Shroff Committee Rer:ort (1954); 'Cornrrercial Banks and Indus

trial Finance - Term-Lending and Underwriting' -- M.Y.Khan 

and P.reeti Singh; 'Report of the Working ~oup on State 

Financial Corp:>ration • by Reserve Bank of India. 

The hypotheses relating to the efficiency of canmercial 

banks.for providing term~finances, both in absolute sense and 

relative to DFI' s will be investig!ted from the view I:Oint of 

econanics of scale and scope. In this study we have estimated 

two types of cost relationships for measuring sca.J.e and scope 

efficiency. T.hey are the conventional translog cost function 

and hybrid translog cost relationship. To develop new model 

and to collect relevant data in favour of examining the effi

ciency of Wli versal banking within the set up of commercial 

bank we have collected data in consultation of a number of 

articles published in the journal at both the national and 
.. 

international level. They are the "Cost Efficiency of Universal 

Banking in India : An Analysis of Scale and Scope Economics" 

by Indrajit Ray;- ••scale Efficiency in Indian Commercial Bank

ing : An Econometric Investigati~n•• by Ray Indrajit and Sumita 

sanyal; "Competitive Viability in B!nking J scale, scope and 

Product Mix Economics•• by Berger, A.N., G.A.Hanweek and D.S. 

H.lrnphre; ••sranching Restrictions and Banking cases" by amo, 

M.J., Eakin, B.K.; etc. 
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Thus, the proposed study will be essentially based on 

historical and analytical methods. In fact, historical method 

would help to explain the background of the origin of the 

universal banking system whereas the analytical part would 

explain the co.urse of its operation. In other words, for the 

meaningful completion of such studies, references should be 

made to both primary and secondary source-materials. The 

above presentation would clearly indicate that all the relevant 

documents and other primary source materials will be thoroughly 

examined along with the findings already made, though fran MJ!w~ 

perspectives, by other scholars. As because efficiency of 

universal banking in India's respect is investigated by 

Dr. Indrajit Ray at firm level taking time series data, this 

.study will examine same hypothesis at plant level taking 

cross section field survey data. Q.lestion may come why we 

have used·plant level data instead of firm level data 1 

Answer will be that an exclusive plant-level model can yield 

more powerful conclasion than what a single variable in the 

firm-level model can. Note that a joint study conducted by 

Swnita Sanyal and Dr. Indrajit Ray reveals that the plant 

-level scale economics have been sought to be measured by 

incor};)Orating a 'branching' variable in the cross section 

mo:lel at the firm level and drew a powerful conclu_sion. 
Considering all these points we will collect cross section -field SUI'\tey dat-a ( at plant level )-from the schedule] 
commercial ban~ branches in the district of Darjeeling , West Bengal vvhere banking business is shovvlng 
trend of gradual mcrease , to measure efficiency of universal banking . 
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Scope of the Study 

Capital foDmation in accelerate pace is one of the 

fundamental requirements of most of the industrializing 

economies. FOr capital formation it needs to rely chiefly on 

the capacity of the financial system to garner up term 

-deposits and to transfer them into productive capital. The 

performance of such a vital function can be achieved with 

greater when there is a prudent combination of development 

banking and commercial banking. In the liberal ised economic 

environment like ours capital formation has also got its vital 

importance in response. to her rapid industrialization process 

which was started just after independence through a series of 

five years plan. In this circumstances commercial banks were 

getting encouragement from different corners to take part in . 
long-term financing to the industries along with their short 

-term financing activities. In 1951 one IMF Mission headed by 

Mr • .Eernstain visited India. Opinion of the commission was in 

favour of the commercial bank•s participation in universal 

banking. Tb investigate into the matter of commercial bank•s 

functioning adopting principles : :; of universal Banking, 

Reserve B:ink of India appointed a committee under the chairman

ship of A.D.Shroff which is popularly known as Shroff Committee. 

The Committee•s suggestion was not different from the opinion 

expressed by the IMF Mission. Naturally question comes why 

commercial banks are the favourable choice of the expert 

committees in doing universal banking in India ? 
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The commercial banks in India are in a suitable position 

in doing universal banking with their rapid growth of deposits 

which they mobilize through their vast branch network covering 

both the rural as well as urban areas. On the other hand Deve

lopment Finance Institutions are mainly dependent on government 

far their resources. In addition to this, the branches of Deve

lopment Finance Institutions are located only in the big town 

areas. ·Thus scope of universal banking within the set up of 

commercial bank is not less important. 

on the other hand if unused capacity of the commercial banks 

is used for develo~;ment banking p.1rpose it will be undoubtedly a 

cost saving device in one hand and on the other it will be help.

ful to our industries to get all types of financial assistances 

in time fran the same institution. Canmercial banks in Japan, 

Germany and the United states of knerica are the examples to 

this end. As because, capital formation is the emerging needs of 

the liberalized Indian economy, government aims at tna restora

tion of a prudent, viable, efficient and internationally compe

titive banking system here. Aims of the G:>veranent can be 

fulfilled when there is a prudent fusion of comnercial banking 

with development banking within the commercial banking set up. 

very recently Development finance institutions in India 

like IDBI, ICICI have opened their det:osit mobilizing wing. 

Object behind this step taken by the Developnent finance insti

tutions is to accept the principle of unive·rsal banking. It 

indicates that the scope of universal banking on Indian soil is 

expanding in response to her open market eeonomy. 

. I 
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sampling ?rocedure 

There are sixty one branches of different commercial 

banks in the study area of Darjeeling district. Instead of 

sampling such a thin set of population, we have initially 

sought enumerate census, and have accordingly approached all 

of them with a structured questionnaire. As because security 

scam of Harshed Meheta was fresh in mind of the bank official 

at that time, it was not possible in most of the cases to 

derive all relevant informations only through questionnaire, 

so attempt has been made to collect informations through 

direct and personal interview of the branch managers. out of 

sixty one bank branches, twenty branches responded fully and 

eleven responded partially. '.r:he sample set covering one-third 

of the p:>pulation was thus fairly representative in character 

and showed a high degree of randomness in view of no precon

cived design in sample selection. Requisite data were collec

ted for three consecutive years so that the est~ations could 

be repeated to ensure temporal stability of result. 

~~~is of Data 

The data collected from the survey have been analysed in 

a number of ways. The generated data are presented in a 

tabular form to gather an initial impression about the scope 

of universal banking and the nature of scale economics among 

the sample branches. In our study we will estimate the 
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conventional translog and hybrid translog cost functions with 

two sets of independent variables s <x1, ~, W) aa:i <x1, x2). 

x1 indicates canmercial banking activities (aggregate of 

various type;:; of deposit and soort-term loans). x2 indicates 

development banking activities {term-loan sanctioned to the 

industrial sector) and w indicates average salary and wages per 

employee. As because conventional translog cost function is 

not always suitable to measure scope economics, we will 

adopt hybrid translog cost relationship to measure the same. 

In certain. case estimation of both the conventional and hybrid 

translog cost function vlith wage rate give insignificant value 

of F statistics. SQ, our attempt will be to estimate alterna-

tive relationship where wage rate {W) will be excluded. 

Limitation of th~ Study 

This study does not include investment in corFQrate 

shares and debentures by the sampling branches as development 

banking activities by the commercial banks. Because such prac

tices are absent among the sample banks. Further, being unable 

to guess the significance of such research study, some of the 

bank official raised queries on the purpose of the study. 

Hbwever, with great deal of pursuation the present researcher 

could establish cordial term with bank officials and could 

collect the required data. 
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Chaet:,er Scheme 

This thesis begins with the international perspective 

on universal banking followed by pre-independence experience 

and post-independence experience of universal banking, model 

specification for assessing the efficiency of universal bank

ing, emperical result analysis and summary and policy implica

tions. 

Organisation of materials in the above mentioned chaP

ters is as folloWs s 

First chapter starts with a brief discussion aE genesis 

of universal banking in three countries namely GaDmany, Japan 

and the United states of America where universal banking 

achieved a rapid progress and highlighted how banking regula-

tory framework helped the universal banks in those countries 

to work in this new dimension. The feasibility aspect of 

universal banking is studied taking into account the trend of 

time deposits - the principal means of long-term ends. A£ter 

studying the feasibility aspect, role of universal banking in 

the economic development of the countries is discussed. 

Finally, viability aspect is studied taking into consideration 

the return on capital fund and the trend of dividend declared 

by the universal banks. In Indian context, the need for 

universal banking before independence, feasibility aspect from 

the view point of the trend of time deposits, role as an 

industrial financier and finally causes of their failure are 
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discussed in Chapter II. Following the same style, universal 

banking in post-independence era is discussed in Chapter III 

under the headings given below ,_ 

i) Need for universal banking after independence. 

ii) Regulatory frame work and opinion of the expert 

committee in relation to the universal banking within 

the commercial banking set up. 

iii) Feasibility aspect from the view point of increasing 

trend of time deposits with the commercial banks. 

iv) Role of universal bank as an industrial financier. 

In Chapter IV universal banking literatures are reviewed 

and models developed for assessing viability of universal 

banking in India. And finally in Chapter V results of the 

models developed in Chapter IV are discua·sed. 
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